
Accounting 1 
 

Lesson Plan 
 

 

Name:    Terry Wilhelmi       Day/Date:  
 
Topic:    Recording Purchases and Cash Payments Using   Unit:  4 Chapter 19 

      Special Journals 
 

 

I.  Objective(s): By the end of today’s lesson, the student will be able to: 

 •  define accounting terms related to purchases and cash payments. 

 •  identify accounting concepts and practices related to purchases and cash payments. 

 •  analyze transactions affecting purchases and cash payments.. 

 •  journalize and post transactions related to purchases and cash payments. 

 

 

II.  Materials: 

 Textbook 

 Workbook 

 Transparencies 

 

 

III.  Anticipatory Set: 

 An accounting system may vary from a small manual system operated by one accounting clerk to a large 

  computerized system that requires hundreds of accountants and clerks.  A business should use an 

  accounting system that provides the desired financial information with the least amount of effort  

  and cost. 

 We will begin looking at an accounting system for a merchandising business organized as a corporation. 

 

 

IV.  Learning Activities: 
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 Celluphone, Inc. is organized as a corporation.  Celluphone, Inc. sells cellular phones to corporate  

  customers for use in their company cars and trucks. 

 

 Celluphone, Inc. Chart of Accounts    (pg. 470) 

 

 

 

CORPORATIONS 

 Corporation - an organization with the legal rights of a person and which may be owned by many  

  persons. 

 

 A corporation is formed by receiving approval from a state or federal agency. 

 A corporation can own property, incur liabilities, and enter into contracts in its own name. 

 A corporation may also sell ownership in itself. 

 

 Share of stock - each unit of ownership in a corporation. 

 Capital stock - total shares of ownership in a corporation. 

 

 The principal difference among the accounting records of proprietorships, partnerships, and corporations 

   is in the capital accounts. 

  -  Proprietorships and partnerships have a single capital and drawing account for each owner. 

  -  A corporation has separate capital accounts for the stock issued and for the earnings kept in the 

   business. 

 

 Information in a corporation’s accounting system is kept separate form the personal records of the  

  owners. 
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SPECIAL JOURNALS 

 Rugcare used a 5-column journal to record all transactions. 

 CarLand used an 11-column expanded journal to record all transactions. 

 

 

 A business with many daily transactions may use several different journals. 

 Special journal - a journal used to record only one kind of transaction. 

  Using special journals allows the work of journalizing to be divided among several accounting  

   clerks.  The accounting clerks then specialize in the kind of transactions recorded.  This  

   specialization helps improve the efficiency of recording transactions. 

 

 

 

 

 Celluphone uses four special journals along with a general journal to record its transactions: 

  •  Purchases journal - for all purchases on account. 

  •  Cash payments journal - for all cash payments. 

  •  Sales journal - for all sales on account. 

  •  Cash receipts journal - for all cash receipts. 

 

 A general journal is used for all other transactions. 

 

 

 

 

RECORDING PURCHASES ON ACCOUNT USING A PURCHASES JOURNAL 

 Purchases journal - a special journal used to record only purchase on account transactions. 

 Illustration 19-1, pg. 473 - shows the relationship between a purchases journal and an expanded  

  journal. 
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 A purchase on account transaction can be recorded on one line of a purchases journal. 

  Each entry in the single amount column is both a debit to Purchases and a credit to Accounts  

   Payable. 

  The titles of both general ledger accounts are listed in the single amount column heading. 

  Since the debit and credit entries always affect the same two accounts, recording time is reduced  

   by using only one amount column. 

 

 

 Journalizing purchases on account     (Overhead, pg. 474) 

  Source document - purchase invoice. 

  Purchases   debited 

   Accounts Payable   credited 

   Vendor     credited 

 

  The purchases account is used to record only merchandise that will be sold to customers. 

 

 

 Posting from a purchases journal to an accounts payable ledger (Overhead, pg. 475) 

  The amount on each line of a purchases journal is posted as a credit to the named vendor account 

   in the accounts payable ledger. 

  By posting frequently, each vendor account always shows an up-to-date balance. 

  When several journals are used, an abbreviation is used to show the journal from which the  

   posting is made.  P3 means page 3 of the Purchases journal. 

 

 

 Posting from a purchases journal to a general ledger   (Overhead, pg. 486) 

  At the end of each period, a purchases journal is totaled and ruled. 

  The total amount of the Purchases journal is posted to the Purchases account as a debit and to  

   the Accounts Payable account as a credit in the General Ledger. 
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 Summary of journalizing/posting using a purchases journal  (pg. 477) 

  1)  Record a purchase on account transaction on a single line of a one-column purchases journal. 

  2)  Items in the purchases journal’s amount column are posted separately to vendor accounts in  

   the accounts Payable ledger. 

  3)  At the end of the period, the purchases journal amount column total is posted to two general  

   ledger accounts.  Purchases is debited, Accounts Payable is credited. 

 

 

Assignment: 

  Be sure you know and understand: 

   •  the meaning of terms 1 - 5, pg. 496. 

   •  the answers to questions 1 - 10, pg. 499. 

   •  do Problem 19-1, pg. 502. 

   •  read pages 476 - 490. 

 

 

 

RECORDING CASH PAYMENTS USING A CASH PAYMENTS JOURNAL 

 Cash Payments journal - a special journal used to record only cash payment transactions. 

  Illustration 19-6, pg. 477 - relationship between cash payments journal and expanded journal. 

 

 Celluphone has many cash payment transactions that include a discount on the purchases.    

   Therefore, a special amount column is provided in the cash payments journal to record  

    this discount. 

  Transactions that do not occur often, such a monthly rent, are recorded in the General columns. 

 Journalizing cash payments for expenses    (Overhead, pg. 478) 

  Source document - check.   In the case of bank service charges it is a memorandum. 

  Most cash payments are for: 

   -  expenses 

   -  cash purchases 

   -  payments to vendors 
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 Journalizing cash payments for cash purchases 

  Paying cash at the time of purchase may be required by the vendor or may be more convenient  

   for the business. 

 

  Generally, prices listed in manufacturers and wholesalers catalogs are the suggested retail prices. 

   List price - a business’ printed or catalog price. 

 

  When a merchandising business purchases a number of products from a manufacturer, the price  

    frequently is quoted as “list price less trade discount.” 

   Trade discount - a reduction in the list price granted to customers. 

    Trade discounts are used to quote different prices for different quantities   

    purchased. 

 

  When a trade discount is granted, the seller’s invoice shows the actual amount charged.  This  

   amount after the trade discount has been deducted from the list price is known as the  

   invoice amount.   

  Only the invoice amount is used in a journal entry.  The invoice is recorded by both the seller  

   and buyer at the same amount.  No journal entry is made to show the amount of a trade  

   discount. 

 

  Invoice amount is calculated: 

   1)  List Price  x  Trade Discount Rate  =  Trade Discount 

    $10.00  x  40%  =  $4.00 

   2)  List Price  -  Trade Discount  =  Invoice Amount per Item 

    $10.00  -  $4.00  =  $6.00 

   3)  Invoice Amount per Item  x  Number of Items  =  Total Invoice Amount 

    $6.00  x  80  =  $480.00 

  Overhead/Pg. 479 
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 Journalizing cash payments for purchases on account 

  A customer is expected to pay the vendor for a sale within the credit period agreed upon.  To  

   encourage early payment, a vendor may allow a deduction from the invoice amount. 

 

  Cash discount - a deduction that a vendor allows on the invoice amount to encourage prompt  

    payment. 

   A cash discount is usually stated as a percentage that can be deducted from the invoice  

    amount. 

   The terms of sale on an invoice may be written as 2/10, n/30 (two ten, net thirty). 

    Two ten means 2% of the invoice amount may be deducted if the invoice is paid  

     within 10 days of the invoice date. 

    Net thirty means that the total invoice amount must be paid within 30 days. 

   Payment specified as EOM means that full payment is expected not later than the end of  

    the month. 

 

  Purchases discount - a cash discount on purchases taken by a customer. 

   When a purchases discount is taken, the customer pays less cash than the invoice amount  

    previously recorded in the purchases account.  Therefore, purchases discounts are  

    deducted from purchases. 

   Purchases discounts are recorded in the general ledger account Purchases Discount. 

   Purchases discount account is in the cost of merchandise division.   

   An account that offsets a related account is known as a contra account. 

    On an income statement, Purchases discount is deducted from its related account,  

     Purchases. 

   Contra account normal balances are opposite the normal balances of their related   

    accounts. 

     Overhead T accounts 
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  Cash payments on account with purchases discounts   (pg. 481) 

   The discount is figured by multiplying the amount of the purchase invoice, $6672.00, by  

    the discount rate, 2% ($6672.00  x  2%  =  $133.44). 

   Journal entry - Overhead, pg. 482 

    The invoice amount less the purchases discount, $6538.56, is entered in the Cash  

     Credit column. 

 

 

  Cash payments on account without purchases discounts   (pg. 482) 

   Some vendors do not provide purchases discounts and the full invoice amount is paid. 

   Journal entry - Overhead, pg. 483 

 

 

 Journalizing cash payments to replenish a petty cash fund   (pg. 483) 

  Regardless of how careful a petty cash custodian may be, errors may be made when making  

   payments from a petty cash fund.  these errors cause a difference between actual cash on  

   hand and the custodian’s record of the amount of cash that should be on hand. 

 

  Cash short - a petty cash on hand amount that is less than a recorded amount. 

  Cash over - a petty cash on hand amount that is more than a recorded amount. 

  Cash Short and Over account - used to record shortages and overages, if any, each time the  

    petty cash fund is replenished throughout the year. 

   It is a temporary account and is therefore closed to the Income Summary at year’s end. 

   It is a unique account because it may have the characteristics of an expense account or  

     the characteristics of a revenue account. 

    •  If the balance of the account is a debit, similar to expense accounts, the account 

     balance is an expense. 

    •  If the balance of the account is a credit, similar to revenue accounts, the   

     account balance is an revenue. 

   The balance side of a cash short and over account determines whether it is an expense or  

    revenue. 
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    •  Cash short is an expense and, therefore, is debited to the account. 

    •  Cash over is an revenue and, therefore, is credited to the account. 

 

  Petty cash short        (pg. 484) 

   Read from book. 

   Petty Cash Report - Illustration 19-10, pg. 484 

   Transaction - pg. 485 and overhead. 

 

  Petty cash over        (pg. 485) 

   Read from book. 

   Petty Cash Report - Illustration 19-12, pg. 486 

   Transaction - pg. 485 - 486 and overhead. 

 

  In the general ledger, the account Cash Short and Over is numbered 8105. 

   The account is listed in the other expense division of the general ledger, however,  

   because the balance at year end normally is a debit, making it an expense. 

 

 

Posting from a cash payments journal to an accounts payable ledger   (pg. 487) 

 Each entry in the Accounts Payable Debit column of a cash payments journal affects the vendor named  

  in the Account Title column and is posted separately to the proper vendor account in the   

  accounts payable ledger. 

 CP6 - means page 6 of the cash payments journal. 

 Overhead and pg. 487. 

 

 

 Posting from a cash payments journal to a general ledger   (pg. 488) 

  Each amount in the General columns of a cash payments journal is posted separately to a general 

   ledger account. 
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  •  Posting from the general columns of a cash payments journal 

   Separate amounts in the General columns are posted individually to the general ledge  

    account named in the Account Title column. 

   Overhead and pg. 488. 

 

  •  Posting total from the special columns of a cash payments journal 

   At the end of each month, the cash payments journal is ruled and the total of each special  

    column is then posted to the account named in the journal’s column heading. 

   Overhead and pg. 489. 

 

 

 

Summary Illustration 19-17  (pg. 490) 

 1)  All cash payments are recorded in a 5-column cash payments journal. 

 2)  Amounts in the Accounts Payable Debit column are posted frequently to the named vendor account  

  in the accounts payable ledger. 

 3)  Individual items in the General Debit and Credit columns are posted frequently during the month to  

  the general ledger. 

4) At the end of the month, the totals of the special columns are posted to the general ledger. 

 

 

 

Assignment: 

  Be sure you know and understand: 

   •  accounting terms, 6-12, pg. 496. 

   •  the answers to questions 11 - 18, pg. 499. 

   •  Cases 1 & 2, pg. 499. 

   •  do Drills 19-D1, D2, D3, & 19-D4, pg. 500 - 501. 

   •  do Problem 19-2, pg. 502. 

   •  read pgs. 490-496. 
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RECORDING TRANSACTIONS USING A GENERAL JOURNAL   (pg. 494) 

 Not all transactions are recorded in special journals. 

 

 General journal - a journal with two amount columns, a debit amount column and a credit amount  

   column, in which all kinds of entries can be recorded. 

  Any journal entry can be recorded in a general journal by writing the account title and amount  

   for each account affected. 

  The general journal is used for recording journal entries that cannot be recorded in any of the  

   special journals. 

  Pg. 491 - shows the relationship between a general journal and an expanded journal. 

 

  Celluphone records transactions for purchases returns and allowances and for buying supplies on 

   account in its general journal. 

 

 

 Purchases returns and allowances       (pg. 491) 

  A customer may not want to keep merchandise that is inferior in quality or is damaged when  

   received.  A customer may be allowed to return part or all of the merchandise purchased. 

  Purchases return - credit allowed for the purchase price of returned merchandise, resulting in a  

   decrease in the customer’s accounts payable. 

 

  When merchandise is damaged but still usable or is of a different quality than that ordered, the  

   vendor may let the customer keep the merchandise at a reduced price. 

  Purchases allowance - credit allowed for part of the purchase price of merchandise that is not  

   returned, resulting in a decrease in the customer’s accounts payable. 

 

  A purchases return or allowance should be confirmed in writing.  The details may be stated in a  

   letter or on a form. 

  Debit memorandum - a form prepared by the customer showing the price deduction taken by  

   the customer for returns and allowances. 
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   The form is called a debit memorandum because the customer records the amount as a  

    debit (deduction) to the vendor account to show the decrease in the amount owed. 

   Usually used as the source document for journalizing purchases returns and allowances. 

   Illustration 19-19, pg. 495 

 

 

  Better information is provided if the amounts are credited to a separate account titled Purchases  

   Returns and Allowances. 

  A business can see how large its purchases returns and allowances are.  Also, a business can see  

   if purchases returns and allowances are increasing or decreasing from year to year. 

 

  Purchases returns and allowances decrease the amount of purchases, therefore, it is a contra  

    account to Purchases. 

   The normal account balance is a credit. 

  Purchases Returns and Allowances is usually in the cost of merchandise division of the  

   chart of accounts. 

 

 

 Journalizing purchases returns and allowances     (pg. 493) 

  Transaction/Illustration 19-20, pg. 493. 

  Journalize the purchase on account first:   Overhead 

   Acct. Pay./Interstate Com.   Debit 

    Purch. Ret. And Allow.    Credit 

  

   A diagonal line is placed between the two account titles to separate them clearly. 

   A diagonal line is also placed in the Post. Ref. column to show that the debit amount is to 

    be posted to two accounts. 
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 Journalizing buying supplies on account      (pg. 493) 

  Only merchandise purchased on account is recorded in the purchases journal.  Supplies is not  

   merchandise.  Therefore, when any item that is not merchandise is bought on account, the 

    transaction is recorded in the general journal. 

  A memorandum is used as the source document so that the supplies will not be recorded  

   unintentionally as merchandise.  The invoice received is attached to the memorandum to  

   confirm the price paid. 

 

  Transaction/Illustration 19-21, pg. 494 

  Journalize the purchase on account first:   Overhead 

   Acct. Title      General 

   Supplies       Debit  

    Acct. Pay./Kryger Supplies     Credit 

 

 

 Posting from a general journal        (pg. 495) 

  Each amount in the general journal Debit and Credit columns is posted separately to a general  

   ledger account. 

  The debit amount is posted first. 

  The credit amount is posted next. 

  After posting to the general ledger accounts is complete, the amount is also posted to the   

   accounts payable subsidiary ledger. 

 

 

 Summary 

  1)  All transactions that cannot be recorded in any special journals are recorded in the general  

   journal. 

  2)  Amounts in the Debit column are posted to the general ledger. 

  3)  Amounts in the Credit column are posted to the general ledger. 

  4)  Amounts debited or credited to Accounts Payable are posted to the named vendor account in  

   the accounts payable subsidiary ledger. 
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PREPARING A SCHEDULE OF ACCOUNTS PAYABLE     (pg. 496) 

 Schedule of Accounts Payable - a listing of vendor accounts, account balances, and total amount due  

  all vendors. 

 

 A schedule of accounts payable is prepared before financial statements are prepared to prove the   

  accounts payable ledger. 

 If the total amount due on the schedule of accounts payable equals the accounts payable controlling  

  account balance in the general ledger, the accounts payable ledger is proved. 

 

 

 

Summary of Journalizing and Posting using a General Journal 

 Illustration 19-23, pg. 497 

 

 

 

Summary of Recording Purchases and Cash Payments using Special Journals 

 Illustration 19-24, pg. 499 

 

 

 

Assignment: 

  Be sure you know and understand: 

   •  accounting terms, 13-16, pg. 502. 

   •  the answers to questions 19 - 20, pg. 502. 

   •  Cases 3, pg. 503. 

   •  do Problem 19-3, pg. 507. 

   •  do Problem 19-M, pg. 507. 
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V.  Closure: 

 To review for test do Study Guide 19 and Problem 19-M. 

 

 

VI.  Evaluation of Student Learning: 

 Students will be evaluated using Problems 19-M, and Chapter 19 test. 


